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ABSTRACT

The proceis of transient moisture ni|ratioo in a
soai-infinite alab of porous concrete being heated at
one side has been analyzed. The model solves the
heat and Bass transfer equations considering rater
and air migration in the concrete, including evapora-
tion and recondensation effects. The doaain it
subdivided into a dry region and a vet region, with
the phase-change-front notion being modeled via Bass
and energy conservation at the front. Approximate
solutions are obtained by use of a similarity trans-
formation and nunerical integration of the resulting
ordinary differential equations. Typical results and
parametric evaluations are given for the cases of an
impermeable outer aurface as veil as in outer surface
exposed to ambient pressure.

NOMENCLATURE

CP
ct

•v
«v
p

non-dimensional conatant defined by
eq. (19)
specific heat at constant volume
coefficient defined by eq. (10).
specific heat at constant pressure

internal energy
constants defined by gq. (6)
enthalpy
enthalpy of vaporization
thermal conductivity
permeability
aass flow of vapor
Bass of vapor
total pressure

P,,PV partial pressure of air and gas
respectively

Po ataospheric preaaure
Pg pressure at evaporation front

P
R
St
T
T»
T E

u
D
X

Greek symbol*
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gas constanta
volume fraction of water
teaperature
wall tempers tur."
temperature at evaporation front
velocity of gas and liquid
velocity of moving phase change front
position of phase change front

nCA-diaensional constants defined by
eq. (2), (4) and (6)
dimensional constant defined by
eq. (19)
l-«
porosity
con-dimensional variables defined by
eq. (14)
thermal dif fusivit ie i
non-dimensional phase changes front
position calculated from eq. (20)
viscosity

Subscript

1
2
a
c
E
g
I
i

e
r
V

dry region
wet region
air
concrete

evaporation front (phase change front)
gas (air and water vapor)
initial state
component i
1 iquid water
reference ralue
water vapor —
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IKTRODDCTION

In hypothetical unrestricted cor» heatup acci-
dents (DCBA) of High Teaperatura O n Cooled Reactor*
(DTOB), the prestreased concrete roactor veaael
(PCBV) can under|O aerere temperature transients,
resulting in a lignifleant release of watei vapor
froa the concrete into the oore cavity. This vapor
release if one of the primary causes of ol fixate
contaisaent handing failure after 5 to 10 daya.
Similar scenarios of concrete exposed to high surface
heating rate* are also of intereat in atndies of core
meltdown accidents in Light Water Reactor* (LIE).
For this reason, a good understanding of the funda-
mental* of liquid and vapor migration in concrete due
to surface heating is of great importance for the
unclear industry.

In earlier stagee of the approach to thla prob-
leas, moisture Migration in heated concrete was
treated as a diffusion proceaa. Later, it hecaae
clear that filtration driven by pressure gradient!
i n the dominant force for vapor and liquid nigntioo
•hen the porous medium was exposed to high temper*
ture*. Gupta (1) studied the heat and a m transfer
problems using a local potential technique with
consideration of the similarity to freezing and
solidification processes, and Cho (2) following
Gupta, obtained an analytical solution of the same
problea. Their studies, however, did not take into
account the effect of pressure inside the porous
medium due to evaporation. Eubin and Schweitzer (3)
presented steady state solutions of heat and mass
transfer in porous oedia, considering pressure ef-
fects. Cross et al. (4) and Gibson et al. (5)
presented the maximum pressure induced in a poroua
nediua neglecting the diffusion and convection terms
in the energy equation. Saito rod Seki (6) and
Morrison (7) numerically analyzed a moist porous
medium problem neglecting mass diffusion terms.
Gluekler(8), Sahota and Pagni (9) and Dayan and
Glue tier (10) solved the mass and energy conser-
vation equations, by numerical method, including
diffusion terms and permitting arbitrary boundary
conditions, without tracking of an explicit phaae
change front. These results were compared with ex-
perimental results. Dayan (11) developed a simila-
rity solution for the case of a seai-infinite poroua
medium being rapidly heated at the outer surface,
conaidering the outer surface to be permeable to
flow, and neglecting the effects of non-condensables
in the porous medium.

In this work the previous use of similarity
solution (1,2,4 end 11) will be extended, considering
pressure driven gas flows with recondensatioc of
vapor, including the presence of a non-condensable
gas (generally air), and considering in addition to a
permeable outer surface also the caae of an imper-
meable outer surface. This latter boundary condition
is important under DCdA conditions in HTGRs prior to
liner failure, and also in LSRs where rapid heating
of concrete aurfaces covered by steel liners can
occur during core meltdown scenarios.

The poroua medium will be aubdivided into two
parts, » dry region, and wet region separated by a
continuously moving evaporation front. Vapor flow
can occur from the evaporation front to the dry and
to the wet region. ~\ is indicated that the recon-
densation heat transfer nhich takea place in cooler
parts of the wet region will be important. As the
total syitec of heat and mass transfer in moisture
migration and drying processes is highly compli-
cated, ione fnrther simplifications will be required
to obtain practical solutions which still describe
the dominant affects.

The partial differential eqnations were trans-
formed into ordinary differential equations using a
similarity transformation. In the present paper,
aolutions were developed for a step change in surface
teaperaturr aa boundary conditions. For the caa* of
concrete temperatures significantly exceeding 100*C,
significant preaaurea are developed inside the con-
crete, and the resulting vapor motion is predomi-
nantly du> to pressure forces aad not due to diffu-
sion (12). The diffusion terms were, therefore,
neglected in this work.

The resulting aodel will be applied in a para-
metric evaluation of the effecta of initial moisture
content, porosity, and permeability on heat and mass
transfer is concrete and in particular on the a m
flow at the heated boundary.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Basic Eqnationa
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the phyaical nodel.

Since the permeability of concrete is usually low,
the region where heat and Baas transfer must be tskes
into consideration is small with reapect to the total
concrete dimension over the time periods of interest
and the porous medium can be treated as semi-
infinite. The region adjacent to the heated surface
containa water only aa superheated vapor, and is
called the dry region. In the wet region water
exists in liquid as well as in vapor fore. The two
regions are separated by the evaporation front. The
model allows for lir to exist in either region. In
practice it was only found in the wet region.

The present mathesatical model is ba»c» on the
fol:-"wiog assumptions:

(1) The concrete is a seal-infinite medium
(2) A step change in teoperature is iaposed as

boundary condition at the heated surface
(3) Convective terms for air in the energy equa-

tion were found to be very small and are
therefore neglected

(4) Local heat exchange between concrete vapor
and liquid is fast and all phases sre locally
at the same tecperature

(5) The effect of diffusion on liquid and gas
motion is regarded as small with respect to
the pressure driven flow

(6) Properties of concrete are considered to be
constant, i.e., independent of temperature

(7) Vapor and air are treated as ideal gases
obeying Dal ton's law

(8) Water and water vapor are in thermodynaaic
equilibrium in the wet region

The problem is solved for two flow boundary con-
ditions modeling permeable and non-pemeable condi-
tions at the heated wall.

evaporation
front

T-Tw

dry
region

wet
region

jr-0

Figure 1 Schematic of System Geometry



The baaic conaervatlon equation* for the dry and
vet r»gicvnt are:

dry region

9 o.

• TT + fe

5T* '\~ST~ +
dt

a_
3x

(2)

(3)

V v h v > 3»T
3x»

In tbe transformed equation h{. was approxinated at

" Tr»

where Cf ( is a negative constant, T r it the
reference teeparatare for which 0 de|-C was adoptad
in thia stndjr. The energy and mass balances at tha
phaae change front can be written
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The flo? rate of gases is determined according to
Darcy's law

dP in tee dry region

(7)

n = - (1-Sp)( -) -7~ in the wet region
g ' M g 3x

Tbe velocity of liquid water if determined from the
aam« law aiing the permeability for liquid.

With assumption (7) the state eqnationa are

V

(S)

(9)

where equations (12) and (13) are a Bass balance of
the vapor and the air respectively.

For the case of a permeable heated surface, the
pressure was found to have iti peak at the interface.
Therefore, the signs of the gat velocities at the
interface for the dry and wet regions are opposite,
and we obtain p,£ - 0 froa equation (13). Even
thoagh this is not necessarily always so, for all
practical cases investigated here, the air flow into
colder regions preceded the evaporation front, and
the dry region was elwaya found to be without sir.
This yields psi; - 0 in the dry region for either
boundary condition.

We assume the existence of similarity solutions.
This type of solution it strictly valid for freezing
and solidification problems where the temperature at
the moving front is independent of pressure. In the
evaporation of moisture ia a porous •ediux. this is
not strictly trufi. The pressure at the moving boun-
dary it dependent on local temperatnres where water
and water vapor are in eqnilibrinm. and the pressure,
causing the flow, will affect the heat transfer in
the porous medium. In spite of such differences, if
the snrface temperature is not too high, the tempera-
ture at the phase change front can be regarded ai
approximately constant, and the resulting approximate
solutions can serve as a valuable tool for simple
computation of initial results.

On the basis of the above assumption, the partial
differential equations (l)-(6) were tranrforced into
ordinary differential equations using the following
similarity variables:

(dry region)

(wet region)

(14)

(15)

The internal energies and enthalpies are

" Cvi(T " V

- cPi
(T - v

\ ' ei + —

(10)

where j and j «r« thermal diffutivitiet of dry
and wet concrete. The position of the moving phase
change front is expressed aa

(1.6)

where X remains to be determined.



171th consideration pa= 0 in tho dry region and
aooiinptioa (3) , oe obtain tho following trunoforaed
oqQQtloao ailot applyiaa tho abovo aiaplifleotiono ia
tbo oaoicBy oqcotions

dry region

ffl 1-2 dP
)

MB

net region

d 2 T

£ ^a ' 1 "^ ' d f ' = - ^ 2 fc{«l-S4>Pa[

( 2 ) '

— J ° ~T^> (3)

( 4 ) '

ha p o i n t e d out by Gibaon e t a l . ( S ) , pvn£ , in the
c o n t t n a i t y e q o a t i o n f o r the dry r e g i o n c«n be r e -
garded a t a f u n c t i o n of t ime o n l y . T h e r e f o r e , the
second t e r n i n the p a r e n t h e s i s of the l e f t hand t i d e
of e q u a t i o n ( 3 ) '

d?
P T~v an.

becomes a constant whieh is only dependent on ioitiil
conditions. Integration of equation (3) then yields

T -

V TE erf ( | 6 ) " erf {fi (X • | & 2 >}
(19)
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S o b a t i t u t i n j j e q o a t i o n (18 ) i n t o e q u a t i o n ( 1 1 ) , we
o b t a i n

eS £Pj h . X
(T -T ) [ ^ 262 )

( 2 0 !

where E = — a ; E ° -
1 p C 2 p_c_ <,

<K/M)

E T + l £ ,
- 3 r c f g

c «

S n ' j s t i t n t i n j ! e q n o t i o n (9 ) i n t o e q c a t i o n s ( 2 ) , ( 4 ) ond
( j ) . and adding e q u a t i o n s (4) and (5 ) we o b t a i n t o r
Eiasis c o n c s r v a t i o n :

The value of X for the phase-cbange-front propagation
is determined froa this transcendental equation (20)
which contains the unknown gradient

( 5jL_) . Thi3 equation must therefore be solved

simultaneously ttith the energy equations.

Boondarv Conditions
In the hypothetical core heatup accidents of

HTGR's, the steel liner surrounding the inner reactor
core and protecting the PCRV concrete is estimated to
fail after 70 to 90 hours. Therefore, during the
initial period of concrete heatup, the water vapor
cannot penetrate the steel liner. For this reason,
two pressure boundary conditions at the heated wall
were considered. They are:

dry r e g i o n

d , P dP

^ ( i S (17)

x = 0 , P = P
o

T

(permeable wall) (21)

, T~ = 0 (non-peroeable wall)(22)

vet regioa

T

T

I dP

0 d"2

(18)



Tho other boundary and initial conditiono are

t = C . T = Tj S ° S

t > 0 . i = 0 . T = T

T ° TE

S j, = 0

a > 0

(23)

where T g io determined iteratively froa the solu-
tioo for the total get of equations. The energy
balance and east balance at the raoving interface are
alroody designated by the equations (11) - (13), and
(20). Boundary conditions (12) and (21) - (23)
tranofora oi follcrao

The pirooooj'j ot the phiie chinge front i i

(vv
erf( ?. J-erf <5<X+ f.

Considering that X and T\ ire until, we obtain

(25)

(26)

,) X

= 0

T, = X

f =0

T

T

, S

(12) 1

(21) '

(22)'

(23) '

o <n<x , s E = o

SOLUTION METHOD

The right hand side of equation (17) is usually
snail because 30 is small and TJJ is restricted to
0<t\ <X ohere X ia small uheo the call teapernture io
not too high. Neglecting this tern, we can integrate
equation (17) uith boundary condition (21)'

P 2 -
2 8 f

• rf( J )-«rf

26'
)erf

B2

erf( f& )- Tn erf[(6U + fft (24)

The initial value of X > n obtained froa equation
(20) assuming that the first approximate temperature
profile is the tret region can be exprened as an
error function, and with an initial value of f cal-
culated froa the equation (26). Pressure, tempera-
ture and 7 uere then evaluated iteratively until they
converged. Then, the temperature, pressure and
volune fractions of vapor in the wet region were
calculated solving sets of tridiagonal equation and
using a Suage-Kutta integration method. The partial
pressure of vapor in the wet region was obtained froa
a cubic spline approximation for the equilibrium
vapor pressure as function of temperature having a
aaxiauo error of 0.08%. Specific heat of vaporization
in equation (20) BUS also calculated from a spline
function. Other data used in this study are IOB-
msrized in Table 1. For the case of a non-peraeable
soil boundary condition (22)', we found P-constant *
Pg in the dry region from the continuity equation.
This ogrcoo with the results of Saito and Seki(6).
Therefore, the value of y becomes zero in equations
(3)' and (19). The regaining calculation procedure
is the soiae as described above.

Table 1
Values of properties used in the calculation

Symbol

Cpv
ce

Pc
p £
e
*1
k 2

(K/u).
(K/u)2

S ( I

Value

0.37
1 . 0
0.48
0.239

-0.668
2500
1000
0.1-0.5
0.301
1.376

2.4sl0"7- 8.0xl0"s

10~4 s <K/u).
0.2 - 0.82

Dimension

Ecal/Eg.E
Ecal/Eg.E
Ecal/Eg/K
Ecal/Eg/E
Ecal/Kg.E
Eg/o3

Eg/n>3

Kcal/m.h.E
Ecal/m.h.E

m 2 / t tm.s
n^/ata.s



HESDLTS ANi» DISCUSSION

Solntions for Permeable Ssrface Condition (Bonndarv

Coaditton 21)
Qoooito tot a oorooablo surface (foiled Iinor)

ore oho^a in Figures 2 to 7. Spatial distribution!)
of teapoxatnro, voluao fraction of Bator and pressure
Qiro oil on a in Figuro 2 cooparing two casoa of Sij"
0.4 nnd 0.2. Tho difforont tenperatnro gradients in
tho dry oa<£ not srogioBO era porfcially duo to their
differont thernal coodnctivitioo. A further decrease
in tenperaturo gradient near the phase ehango front
is duo to recondenoatioa in the not region. The
interfaco teoporaturo Tg and rosultant pressure
PE ore hioher nith S^i = 0.4 than with Sfcl =0.2.
The evaporation front travels footer nith tho smaller
volno of $n because of the loaer oater content.
The ratio Si/Si| io higher nith S JJ = 0.2 than
cith Sn = 0.4 as relatively raore noisture concen-
trates near the interfoco. Thio latter effect nao
also pointed cat by Saito and Sefci(6) and ia a cos—
aequence of the lo^er interface teraperatare for the
caoe of S^j = 0.2. The pressore diotribotions are
siailar to those of Dayan(ll), Dayan and Glaekler(lO)
and Sahota and Pa^nia(9). The maximnm pressure occurs
at the phase change front. The pressore decreases
rnpjdly near the interface in the vet region.

12

The non-dinensional partaeter X cbirtcterizinf
tho interface motion it plotted in Figurn 3 agiinit
Sn nith Tg as t piruneter. Thil resoli ILndicites
that for fixed S^j, the evnporition fronit triveli
faator aitti increase in Tg. For constant 1j, the
froat speed decreases with larger valnes of S£j.
These results are qaalitatively the sune as those of
Gnpta(l) and ChoC:).

Figure 3 Phase change front propagation as function
of surface temperature and initial moisture
content for case of permeable onter surfsce
(Tw=350°C; (K/tig»2.4x10-6 n^/ats;
e°0.32).

500

2 Typical teaperatnre liquid, and prossnro
dialEibotion for caso of permeable outer
omrfaco <Ta=3S0°C

; 0=0.32).

Figure 4 Pea?/, internal pressure as function of
initial moisture content, porosity, and
surface temperature and initial moisture
content for case of permeable outer surface
(Tw«.350°C; (K/ug=2.4xl0-« a^/ati;



A plot OK taauinnn prooauro vo. call tenperaturo

io ohran in Figure 4 oith initial aater content and

porooity oo paranot^rc. Tho noEiaun pressure in—

croaooo uith S£j alDOOt liaoarly bolca TJJ =300°C.

Figaro S ohras total integated DQO O floa of
vapor out of tho heatod oall for the firot hour ao a
fnnction of ourfaco temperature oith initial ooiotnro
and porooity ao paranetoro. The time dependence of
the integrated aaoa flcra of vapor at the snrfoce caa
bo ozpressod oo

0 "'
, = / : a dt

v
(̂ (27)

0

where H^ denotes total integrated mass flcra, Qy
the mass flcra rate, pvu vapor density at the heated
wall and t denotes tine. The totnl integrated raaoo
floa of vapor at tho surface increases uith, Tp and
S£j. As oeen froa the figare, the plotted ;nrveo
are almoot linear between SJJ = 0.2 and 0.82.

1 1 1 1

Permeable Watt !t=l-0)

S =0-32

f :0

= 0 32

= 010

200 300 400

Tw CO

500

Integrated mass flra across perraeable ooter
snxface as function of initial moisture
content, porosity, and surface temperature
(K. |iB=2.4nl(r

6 nA/oto; e=0.32).

100

Figure 5

The dependence of aasisma pressure and inte-
grated snrface vapor flos on the permeability are
ohoan in FignsreG 6 and 7 with Ty as a parameter.
In Figure 6, Pg deereaoes close to linearly uitti
increase in (K/n)g on a log-log scale, and it
nhifts slightly above the linear line for large
valtes of (K/ii)B. The integrated surface DOGO
of vapor to t<=1.0h, ho^over, aa shewn in Figure 7,
increases relatively slcroly niih increase in permea-
bi l i ty .

Figure 6 Peak internal pressure to function of
concrete pomebility and surface
temperntnro for case of permeable outer
surface (SJI=0.4; e=0.32).

IK/fJ!g <m'/*mll

Figure 7 Integrated mass flow across permeable outer
surface as function of concrete perme-
ability and surface temperature
(Sei=0.4; e-0.32).

Total nja33 flor? of vapor depends more on poro-
sity and moisture contest than on permeability, as
shewn in Figures 5 and 7. This indicates that the
porosity and moisture content will be the important
factors which affect the oast flow of vapor out of
call. On the other hand, the maximum pressure at the
phase change front depends mainly on permeability.

Solntion for a Non- Permeable Wall (Boundary
Condition 22)

Some examples of spatial distribution of
temperature, Qoisture and pressure representative of
the early case of a non-failed liner are shown in
Figure 8. The temperatures at the phase change front
and resultant pressure are considerably higher than
those for a permeable wall. This is due to non—
permeable wall boundary conditions where gases cannot
be released at the heated wall, and due to the higher
moisture content at the dry—wet interface, which
results In a lmea effectivo g»s permeability in the
uet
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E 4
o

2

3 0 0

-

1 = 1 o\

1 \ 1

Non-permeable trail
T,, =250°C '

S, =0.20
S \ t - -4.0 e =0.32

- , 1 = 4.0

at

1
0.4 .-

o

0.2 ~

Typical teaperature liquid and pressure
distribution for case of iflpermeable outer
smrface <T(7=25O°C; ( K / j i g = 2 . 6

^/ e=0.32) .

Tie moxisum pres&ure is shoun against surface
teeperoture ia Flours 9 cith Slj an a p&raiaeter.
In the case of Si ?j=0.82, Pg reaches up to 26 ata
at Tp=300 C. In this cr.ie, the soisture content at
the interface in alooot unity, severely restrictino
the vapor flro from the dry region and rstafdinc the
•otios of the phase change front. Therefore, once
the steel liner fails, considerable aoonnts of vapor
could be released due to the high pressure gradient
and high moisture content in the vicinity of the
wall.

200 300 400

re;
Figure 9 Peak internal pressore as function of

surface temperature and initial moisture
content for case of impermeable outer
surface (L7(ig=2.4xl<T

6 n^/ats;
e=0.32).

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, the heat and mass transfer
in a oeni-infinite sl*b of concrete has been modeled,
including consideration of recondensation heat trans-
fer. Approximate similarity solutions of the energy
and mass conservation equation were obtained by
numerical integration.

The results show that the vapor flow out of the
heated wall depends more on moisture content and
porosity thin on permeability. On the other hand,
the raaiiiauo pressure is mostly a function of perme-
ability.

The results for a non-permeable wall show higher
•cisture content near the phase change front, higher
aasifflan pressure and closer position of the evapora-
tion front to the heated wall.

The actual phenomena, during PCRV concrete heatup
will be more complicated, with time varying boundary
conditions and multi-dicensional effects. Therefore,
these results serve only as initial guidance and more
detailed studies will be required, using other boun-
dary conditions as well as temperature dependent
properties.
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